
Resilient Sound Channels 

THERE’S VALUE IN QUIET. 

Reduce sound transmission and dampen sound waves with Phillips resilient sound channels. Phillips RC 
products are inserted between the drywall wall and the stud work. The resilient channels act as shock 
absorbers by greatly reducing vibrations coming from either side of the wall. 

With the most extensive line on the market, Phillips is your resilient sound channel specialists. Phillips is 
currently the only manufacturer producing RC-2 with two legs of expanded metal. 
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ALL PHILLIPS PRODUCTS ARE 
ENGINEERED TO PERFORM

PHILLIPSMFG.COM/RC

RESILIENT SOUND CHANNELS
RC-1 TRU-25® GAUGE RESILIENT SOUND CHANNEL

RC-1 WEATH-EX® TRU-25® GAUGE RESILIENT SOUND CHANNEL

RC-XL RESILIENT SOUND CHANNEL

RC-2 RESILIENT SOUND CHANNEL (TWO LEG)  

Phillips RC-1 Tru-25® is a resilient sound channel manufactured to 
exacting specifications to minimize sound transmission through wall 
partitions and ceilings. Phillips RC-1 works great to prevent ridging and 
cracking in ceilings. RC-1 is deeply knurled for positive screw placement 
and to eliminate wandering. RC-1 is also available in Weath-Ex® (see 
below) and Standard Duty (RC1SDHDG). See below for packaging 
information.

Phillips RC-XL is a resilient sound channel manufactured to 
exacting specifications to minimize sound transmission through 
wall partitions and ceilings. Phillips RC-XL works great to 
prevent ridging and cracking in ceilings. RC-XL is deeply knurled 
for positive screw placement and to eliminate wandering. The 
expanded width fits a wider variety of rated assemblies. See below 
for packaging information.

Phillips RC-2 resilient sound channel is used as cross furring members 
for resilient attachment of gypsum wallboard or lath on ceilings and 
partitions. RC-2 features expanded metal which decreases sound 
transmission through wall partitions and ceilings. Hemmed edges allow 
for safe and easy installation. The RC-2 features two legs for greater 
attachment security. Channel depth is 1/2”, and it is manufactured with 
25 gauge galvanized steel.

Phillips RC-1 Weath-Ex® Tru-25® is a resilient sound channel 
manufactured to exacting specifications to minimize sound transmission 
through wall partitions and ceilings. Phillips RC-1 works great to prevent 
ridging and cracking in ceilings. RC-1 is deeply knurled for positive screw 
placement and to eliminate wandering. Phillips RC-1 Weath-Ex® has an 
extra surface coating over hot-dipped galvanized material to provide extra 
corrosion protection. See below for packaging information.

Additional Information Available at PHILLIPSmfg.com/RC
Full Product Catalog available in PDF download, interactive digital, Spanish-English and French-English. Phillips also provides Material 
Certifications,  Safety Data Sheets,  Submittals,  Fire Ratings,  Installation Recommendations,  Assembly Drawings,  LEED® Information,  
Sound Transmission Control Ratings, Packaging Sheets, 3-Part Specifications and the latest Press Releases.



Stucco, Veneer and Plaster Beads and Trims

WHATEVER THE CHALLENGE, 
PHILLIPS HAS YOU COVERED.

Build walls and ceilings with a strong base, sturdy reinforcements and much more with Phillips extensive 
line of high quality products. As a single source manufacturer with nationwide distribution, Phillips has 
you covered.

Visit phillipsmfg.com/lath for an informational video and request a free sample or call 800.822.5055 for 
more information.
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ALL PHILLIPS PRODUCTS ARE 
ENGINEERED TO PERFORM

PHILLIPSMFG.COM/LATH

Stucco and Plaster Casing Beads

3/8", 1/2", 5/8", 3/4", 7/8" or 1"

3"

3/8", 1/2", 5/8", 3/4", 7/8" or 1"

1-1/2" 

PHILLIPS #1 EXPANDED CORNER BEAD

PHILLIPS #33 WIDE EXPANDED FLANGE BEAD 

PHILLIPS #66 EXPANDED FLANGE SQUARE CASING  

PHILLIPS #66 SHORT FLANGE SQUARE CASING  

Phillips #1 Expanded Corner Bead is designed to provide strong corner reinforcement 
for conventional plaster applications. A solid metal nose provides a straight, rigid 
ground and the 2-5/8” flanges can be easily flexed over irregular, uneven surfaces. 
Easily install using standard industry practice. Plaster keys near solid nose provide 
reinforcement where needed most to ensure straight corners. Phillips offers this 
product in both galvanized steel or zinc. 

Phillips #33 Wide Expanded Flange Bead provides additional rigidity and strength 
with its reinforced flanges. This product is for use on masonry, beams, and column 
fireproofing. Combination of expanded flanges and pronounced bead nose ensures 
successful corner alignment and efficient plaster keying from edge to nose. 
Manufactured with full stiffening ribs to enhance durability. This product is produced 
with galvanized steel (zinc available special order, minimum quantities may apply). 

Phillips #66 Expanded Flange Square Casing is designed as a universal plaster 
stop used at wall terminations, door and window openings and intersections. 
This product protects edges from damage and helps cover shrinkage cracks. 
The expanded flange grounds 3/8”, 1/2”, 5/8”, 3/4”, 7/8” or 1” (1-1/4” and 
1-1/2” special order, minimum quantities may apply). Phillips offers #66 
Expanded Flange Square Casing in both galvanized steel or zinc. Also available 
with weep holes. 

Phillips #66 Short Flange Square Casing provides a short 90° angle return at plaster 
surface which serves as a plastering stop to ensure a neat finish.  Phillips #66 Short 
Flange Square Casing’s perforated flanges aid attachment and plaster keying. This 
product features short and solid flanges for those who prefer it. This product is 
available with 3/8”, 1/2”, 5/8”, 3/4”, 7/8” or 1” grounds (1-1/4” and 1-1/2” special 
order, minimum quantities may apply). Available with either galvanized steel or zinc 
(minimum quantities may apply for zinc). 

Premium Zinc
MADE IN USAASTM B29 COMPLIANT

Premium Zinc
MADE IN USAASTM B29 COMPLIANT

Premium Zinc
MADE IN USAASTM B29 COMPLIANT
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PHILLIPS IS DRIVEN 
TOWARDS VALUE ADDED 

PRODUCTS AND SERVICES
PHILLIPSMFG.COM/LATH

Stucco, Plaster and Veneer Control Joints

1/2", 5/8", 3/4" or 7/8"

PHILLIPS #30 DOUBLE V CORNER EXPANSION JOINT    

Phillips #30 Double V Inside Corner Expansion Joint, similar in design to 
the #15 Double V, serves to relieve stress and control cracks at wall-to-wall 
junctions or where different planes abut. Expanded flanges allow for quality 
keying. Phillips #30 is available in 1/2”, 5/8”, 3/4” or 7/8” with your choice of 
galvanized steel or zinc.

1/2", 3/4" or 7/8"

PHILLIPS #40 EXPANSION JOINT     

Phillips #40 Expansion Joint controls stresses in walls, ceilings, abutments, 
columns and partitions. Material will expand and contract from 1/4” to 5/8” 
openings. This two-piece versatile product works great with a variety of 
applications. Phillips offers this product in 1/2”, 3/4” and 7/8” ground heights 
for your convenience with your choice of galvanized steel or zinc. 

PHILLIPS #15 DOUBLE V EXPANSION JOINT   

Phillips #15 Double V Expansion Joint relieves the stresses of expansion 
and contraction associated with natural shrinkage during stucco curing 
and basic thermal changes. Phillips #15 minimizes cracking in large 
plaster areas and provides ground to assure proper plaster or stucco 
thickness. Expanded flanges allow for quality keying. This product is 
available in 1/4”, 3/8”, 1/2”, 5/8”, 3/4” and 7/8”. Phillips #15 is available in 
either galvanized steel or zinc. 

Premium Zinc
MADE IN USAASTM B29 COMPLIANT

Premium Zinc
MADE IN USAASTM B29 COMPLIANT

Premium Zinc
MADE IN USAASTM B29 COMPLIANT
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YOUR SINGLE SOURCE 
MANUFACTURER WITH 

NATIONWIDE DISTRIBUTION
PHILLIPSMFG.COM/LATH

Stucco Screeds and Exterior Finish Products
PHILLIPS #7 FOUNDATION WEEP SCREED      

PHILLIPS J-WEEP      

PHILLIPS J-LOW BACK CASING

Phillips #7 Foundation Weep Screed provides a stucco stop and screed at the 
sill plate line in exterior stucco applications. This product features a 3-1/2” 
nailing flange which serves as a straight-edge stop at the sill plate line and 
flashing when water-resistant paper or paperbacked lath is installed over flange. 
Phillips #7 Foundation Weep Screed is punched with holes which enable keying 
as well as moisture weeping. This galvanized steel product is available in 1/2”, 
7/8”, 1-3/8” , 5/8”, and 3/4” grounds (1” special order, minimum quantities may 
apply).

Phillips J-Weep is a versatile product used in several applications. J-Weep is 
commonly used as a casing bead or plaster stop in stucco applications. The 
punched weep holes allow for usage as a sill weep screed in exterior stucco 
applications. This product features a 3-1/2” nailing flange meeting applicable 
code requirements.  Perforated flanges aid attachment and plaster keying. This 
galvanized steel product is available in 3/8”, 1/2”, 7/8”, and 1-3/8” grounds 
(3/4” special order, minimum quantities may apply).

Phillips J-Low Back Casing is designed to be used as a plaster or casing stop 
bead with stucco at the top of doors and windows. J-Low Back Casing can be 
nailed, screwed or stapled to the frame or sheathing before installing metal 
lath over it. The extended ridge will provide a straight-edge stop for stucco. 
This galvanized steel product features a 1-1/2” nailing flange and is available in 
1-3/8” ground. Available with weep holes upon request.

1/2”, 7/8”, 1 /8”, 5/8” and 3/4”

3/8”, 1/2”, 7/8”, 1 3/8”
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DELIVERING SUPERIOR 
SERVICE AND PRODUCTS

 SINCE 1955
PHILLIPSMFG.COM/LATH

Veneer Beads and Trims

For 90˚ Angles

1-1/2" x 1-1/2"

1-1/4" x 1-1/4"

For 90˚ Angles

1/2" or 5/8"

1"

Hemmed Edge

1/2" or 5/8"

1"

PHILLIPS Kal-Korner® BEAD

PHILLIPS MINI VENEER BEAD

PHILLIPS J-TRIM CASING BEAD 

PHILLIPS L-TRIM CASING BEAD 

Phillips Kal-Korner® bead is formed of galvanized steel to protect exterior 
corners with veneer plastering. Install using standard industry practice. This 
product is an alternative to the mini veneer bead. Kal-Korner® is a proven 
durable performer and can also be used in interior plaster applications. 

Phillips Mini Veneer Bead features fine mesh formed from hot-dipped 
galvanized steel to ensure clean, straight edges with veneer plastering.  This 
product provides strong, durable finishes resistant to dents, gouges, abrasions 
and scuffs.  Fully expanded flanges and rigid pronounced edges provide quality 
keying, superior bonding and eliminate shadowing.  Install using standard 
industry practice.

Phillips Veneer J-Trim Casing Bead finishes edges at door and window jambs 
by slipping over the edge of plaster base. This galvanized steel product features 
a mini-mesh flange for plaster keying. Phillips offers this galvanized product in 
both 1/2” and 5/8”.

Phillips Veneer L-Trim Casing Bead finishes edges at door and window jambs 
and features a hemmed edge for easy installation. This product features fully 
expanded mini-mesh for quality keying. Phillips offers this galvanized steel 
product in both 1/2” and 5/8”.

Additional Information Available at PHILLIPSmfg.com/lath
Full Product Catalog available in PDF download, interactive digital, Spanish-English and French-English. Phillips also provides Material 
Certifications, Safety Data Sheets,  Submittals,  Fire Ratings,  Installation Recommendations,  Assembly Drawings,  LEED® Information,  
Sound Transmission Control Ratings, Packaging Sheets, 3-Part Specifications and the latest Press Releases.
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